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Featured Link – DrugWatch.com 

Written On October 22, 2009 By Bob Kraft 

DrugWatch.com is a helpful site that consists of a database of medications, with information about 

conditions treated by the drug, interactions, suggested dosage, and possible side effects. Check it out. 

Here is the description from the site: 

Welcome to DrugWatch.com 

DrugWatch.com is a comprehensive Web site database featuring extensive information about thousands 

of different medications and drugs currently on the market or previously available worldwide. 

DrugWatch.com includes up-to-date information about prescription and over-the-counter medications and 

includes details about associated side effects to aid in the protection of patients and consumers. 

The resources available on DrugWatch.com are provided to offer visitors free and accurate information to 

aid in the understanding of various medications and conditions. The content on the site may help 

consumers formulate questions for medical professionals and alert the public about important information 

regarding potentially dangerous side effects associated with certain medications. By providing FDA alerts, 

drug interactions, and potential side effects on the site, patients have access to valuable knowledge that 

could enhance their ability to voice concerns with their doctor and improve their quality of care. 

Comprehensive List of Drugs 

Select a medication from DrugWatch.com’s comprehensive database to learn about conditions treated by 

the drug, interactions, suggested dosage, possible side effects and more. The medications located on 
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DrugWatch.com include over-the-counter drugs, prescription medications and additional products utilized 

for medicinal purposes, itemized by both brand and generic name. 

The A to Z list of medications provided by DrugWatch.com can help visitors learn more about a drug a 

doctor may have prescribed and alert users to potential complications or side effects that a patient or 

family member may wish to understand. Recalls, discontinuations, black box warnings, and other medical 

alerts are provided for each medication to keep users updated with information from the FDA. 

News and Breaking Developments 

The News and Alerts section of DrugWatch.com is updated daily with the latest information concerning 

drug recalls, medication approvals, clinical trials, new treatment options, and other current developments 

in the medical field and pharmaceutical industry. 

Side Effects 

DrugWatch.com offers detailed explanations of the side effects associated with thousands of medications. 

A complete list of side effects is listed on the site, as well as the side effects associated only with certain 

medications. This resource enables patients to fully understand risks associated with the use of certain 

medications and may help formulate questions to ask doctors. By providing drug interactions, 

precautions, and side effects in a simple and organized manner, patients can identify potential problems 

and voice concerns to a doctor should symptoms appear while using a drug. 
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